Is how we have been taught to view
exercise correct?
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What we have been told
Through our lives we have been told that exercise is critical to maintain weight, fitness and
health goals. It is commonly believed that in order to maintain a healthy body weight we
need to work out hard and we need to work out often. "No Pain, No Gain". Its calories in
and calories out right? If we work out and burn more calories than we take in, we will lose
weight and stay healthy. That may not be as straight forward as one might think.

Concerns about chronic exercise and weight
management.
When you work out the results will vary based on what type of stresses you are putting on
your body. If the exercise is high intensity, long duration, there will be stress applied to
your body that it will need to adapt to. Sometimes those stresses can be more harmful than
good. If you push hard day after day, week after week, and you don't give your body a
chance to recover, there will be negative outcomes that may impact your goals. Typical
issue like, chronic fatigue, sore muscles and always hungry.
Each of those outcomes are stressers your body will want to protect you from. The release
of the fight or flight hormone Cortisol can be positive if called upon from time to time, but if
called upon too frequently your body can fall into a state of systematic inflammation and
burn out. It's will always be trying to heal. It will want to store energy in the form of fat to
ensure it can survive the onslaught.
Your hunger hormone ghrelin tells you when you’re hungry and need to eat. Think of it as
the gremlin making your stomach grumble. It’s made in the stomach primarily, and it’s
released when you haven't eaten for a while. Ghrelin peaks every four hours or so–roughly
corresponding to breakfast, lunch, and dinner. It is documented that when we are in a

chronic state of stress due to exercise and caloric restriction that we will eat more calories
than we burn thus creating a net loss and weight gain. Also the source of our energy will be
decided by the intensity of our efforts. Too high of effort we burn glucose, which is fast
burning with little reserves. Lower to moderate with ample rest and recover, we can teach
our body to burn fat which is a longer burning fuel source and leads to improved body
composition.

Food for thought and change
There is definitely times when intense training is called for, especially in athletes with
specific competition goals. However, for the average person who is looking to improve their
weight management, general health and fitness, the recipe does not need to be so scary.
Can you get your head around exercising for 20 - 40 min maximum at a low heart rate
while performing cardio exercise, or 20 - 30 min of high intensity strength training,
separated by 2 or 3 days between sessions? I believe most people can.

Living Aligned Health Coach Service
Thank you for taking the time read this post. If you find any of the information
valuable and would like to find out more information regarding the benefits a health
coach can provide, or if you are interested in setting up a consultation. Contact
Vern Gorman at livingalignedhc@gmail.com or through the website
www.livingalignedhealthcoach.wordpress.com

